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'Thc ,Urp-)s ot th, s .,idy L a:' . to deve- Lop a compJaLer model to cal-

culate the probability of attaining breakiock in an aircraft-chaff-

* tracking radar encounter. ,\lthough som.ie of the assuwption's made may

seem to oversimplify the model, theie were necessary to create the sim-

ple, quick running simulation that was desired. - 2 . .,

in creating the simulation and writing this thesis I owe a special

thanks to those who have come to my aid. I am extremely thankful that

- I was able to tap such a beneficial resource as my advisor, Dr. V..P.

Pyati. I also wish to express my thanks to Capt T.W. Johnson, recently

departed from ,\FIT, and Fr. Robert ruskar, formerly of AFAL/wRP-3, for

their help and guidance in getting this project underway.

Sy deepest g;ratitude -6es to my wifa, Nancy, and son, Peter, for

. their encouragiment and understanding while enduring the hardships that

an 4FIT assignment car ;'lacc on a family.
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Abstract

This thesis produced a -mulation capable of charting the effect-

iveness of chaff used in the self-protective mode. Simulation results

can be used to determine which type/design of chaff/chaff canister

will produce a greater probability of breaklock for a given scenario.

The radar it~cluded in this simulation is a Scan with Compensation

tracking radar. Variable paraineters include pulse width, beaniwidth,

pulse repetition frequency, arnd operation frequency. An 'ideal' hTl

fi Iter is incorperated iMto the model to negate the effects of N;TI

L!ind speeds.

Results of severai ThmulaLion runs illus:rate the effects of var-

ying chaff radar cross section and aircraft velocity on the probability

of attai ning breaklock. Although aircraft maneuvers are not included

in the simulation, conclusions as to how the probability of breaklock

is affected can be made by varying, the velocity vector.

,.,~~~~~ ~~~ Ii. .. "•-. - ',.,•,,• /. ".•"
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I. Introduction

Chaff has been used is a passive radar countermeasure since World

Sfar. II. Even in the sophisticated Electronic tarfare (Ew) environment•

"that exists today, chaff by itself or in conjunction with other coun-

termeasures can increase the survivability of aircraft in combat.

IHowever, chaff's effectiveness can be diminished by sophisticated

radar techniques. Furthermore, because of 'space and weight limitations,

only a finite ainodnt of chaff, can be carried on a given aircraft. The

purpose of this thesis is to develop a computer program to calculate

the probability of breaklock in an aiicraft-chaff-tracking radar en-

ck cournter. In particular, :.i.? cuf,,puter pro.ýram will evaluate the effect-

iveness cf chaff for a given set of iu1)ut parameters such as radar char-

acteristics, type of aircraft, and scenario. This will, hopefully, en-

able a pilot to choose the best possible chaff dispensing tactics.

Backgrouund

The Air Force Electronic Warfare Center (AFEWC) is frequently re-

quired to perform analysis to determine the relative effectiveness of

Elertronic Combat (EC) systems. Present self-protective chaff analysis

is limited to the Simulated Chaff/ Aircraft/ Radar Encounter (SCARE)

(Bang, 1979:47-68) prograr, . This program, in its present form, is not

suitable to the 'needs of AE.JC. Trhe AFET.WC has expressed a desire for a

computer model that will meet its needs.

•.?'1



Problem

To produce a computer model that wilL overcome the deficiencies

of the SCARE program aqd generate more efficient models of the radar,

chaff, and/or aircraft. in iddition. the outputs of these models need

to be processed to produ,,v the desired ;Probability of aLtaining, break-

locb.

';COiq.!

Thi.. stucj s• w il '.f( t- :t c,: a rccT',fticha 7f/.;can-with-Co.npen-

sation (;', trackin. radar encounter. The ,VC radar has moving target

indication (,.TT) capability and automatic gain control (AGC) networks.- , -

Pulse repetition frequency (I'R-) akility/staggering will be limitecd to"

the ability to eliminate signal degradation at multiples of the PRF. No

human operator functions will be contained i-i the loop.

The aircraft will be incapable of evasive maneuvering. Chaff will

be the only electronic combat option available to the aircraft. Active

jamming will not be considered, although useful conclusions may be,

drawn as to how'jamming could further enhance chaff effectiveness.

Approach

The SCARE compliter simulation was examined for possible modifl-

cation to produce the desired output. The size and complexity of the

simulation rewidered this approach unfeasiblle.

A simple chaf±"/aiicraft/i-idar, power-centroid tracking scenario

was then expanded to include immature chaff cloud 'properties .anTj typi-

cal .WC radar characteristics.

in an effort to reduce both the number of input variables and the.

2
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Z.Y..:.i c-€ tfl.h,,jt .- , ', , r.-r-. •;;,c tc ¢k n.n _)ops vere assu, ii d

ideal.

- enucnce of Presentation

'Chapter TI develops the theory ot chaff, SWC raua•, and aircraft

radar cross section and ,ioppler frequency characteristics. it is as-

sumed that the reader is fmnillar with these topics and only the fea-

tures of each topic which have an impact on the simulation will be dis-

cussed. Chapter III presents a power-centroid tracking model and dis-

"cusses the effect of certain radar characteristics on the model. In

* Ch.apter I9 ýthe properties outlined In Chapter II arc integrated into

the model from Chanter i11. ConcItistuns and recormendations are con-

"Lained ir Chapter V.

:,
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"11. iIack~round Theor

Cha ff

Chaff can be employed in either a screening or a self-protective

mode. In the screening role, chaff dispensing airplanes fly ahead of

the attacking aircraft. Chaff is dropped continuously to form a "cor-

ridor" to hide the attacking formation. When i.z attacking aircraft en-

ter the corridor, they are screened from'the radar due' to the la',;e ra-

dar cross section (RC:;) presented by the chaff cloud.

Self-protective chiff is employed to transfer, or break, radai

lock from a tar-et. rh;s method is used against a Lacking radar, as it

is only effective when the aircraft anj chaff are within the same radar

resoluti.)n cell. Chaff, in this role, has not reached the "steady-state".

o,'. (mature) conditions ef the chaff in the screening role. The character-

Istics of "immature" chaff clouds are important factors in the attempt

to achieve break-lock. Vhile this report is mainly concerned with Im-

mature c:.aff clouds, a review of physical characteristics and mature

chaff clouds is helpful.

Physical Characteristics

Single chaff dipoles are constructed of metal (usually aluminum),

or metal-coated glass orrnylon. Aluminum chaff comes in flat strips

* while glass chaff is' round, resembling a strand of hair. The length of

a dipole is approximately one-half wavelength of the radar operating

frequency. Actual length at resonance is a'function of the length-to-

diameter ratio. Th-ble I llsti resonant len.,ths of sever~l dipole clas-

f.,

,,• se so

o4
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" * Table 1. ',Are lengths required to produce
a resonant half-wave dipole for a wire of

diameter d and length L (.tutzman and
Thiele, 1981:202)

"percent resonant dipole
L/d shortening length thickness

renuired ' class

5G00 2 0.49A very thin

50 5 0.475X thin

9 0.4i55) thick

I :ature Chaff Clouds

Yature chift clouds are those clouds that, have reached a "steady-

state". That isp the dipoles within the cloud are well dispersed and

their motion is dependent on local wind currents. Maturity is reached

o:- after the cloud has been allowed to "settle" for several minutes.

Radar Cross Section. The radar cross section of an object is 4W

times the power reflected ,toward the source per unit solid angle di-

vided by the incident power density on the target (Skolnik, 1980.33).

The RCS of a single chaff dipole, assuming resonant length, is approx-

imately (Barrick, 1970:300):

22O ,62' 2. CC5(ffI2(sinl~t)) '. cos(7T/2'(sin@))2

OF 0.86 A cos Y. rosV- .Y• co os" ' (,1)S5 cu 051,Coss

I

* 'here I is the. waveltnngth nf the incitd,'nt signal and Vi. V and

are the angles of polarization and orientation of the dipole.to the

transmitted wave for the incident and scattered fields, respectively.

From equation (1), it is obvious that the maximum RCS occurs when all

.1~ 5
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angles are zero; giving a value of:

a = 0.8 A• (2)

At the other extrer:ie, when the dipole is oriented parallel to the radar

wave's direct-in of propc)ation, the ;',CS is zero. t'he average RCS, over

all possible (d.pole orientations is (ibid:300'):

o 0. 155 A (3)avg

Assuming all dipoles are of length A/2, the RCS of a chaff cloud is de-'

pendent on the orientation of the dipoles within. For well dispersed

clouds, the amplitude and phase signals from each dipole are indepen-

dent (Bang,1979:5). it has been shown that for a cloud containing as

few as five dipoles, the central limit theorem can be invoked to deter-

Smine the statistics of chaff cloud scattering (Pyati,1975). The prob-

ability density function of the RCS (u) can be shown to be:

f(o) (1/ao) exp (-c/q) (4)
0 0

where a is the expected or average KCS value.
0

During the first few moments after dispersion, dipole interaction

.affects the RC'; of the cihaff cloud. the RC5 of the chaff -cloud is now

modeled as (Golden, 1902:172):

~ ~ exp(-n orjI (5)

where A' is the two-dimensional vertical size of the cloud area ilium-
c

inated by, the radar and n is the number of dipoles per unit ar-'. If

•- -n - is large, the RCS equals Ac, while after the dipoles "settle"
.-. ' , ' c

avg

* - 6



n a becomes small, reducing; equatiop (5) to (ibid:172):
avg

2()
N O = ,N(O.155 X(6,.. avg

" where N is the number of dipoles within the cloud. Therefore, equation

(6) is the RCS of a mature chaff cloud.

Doppler. The fluctuations of the RCS of a mature chaff cloud are

* due to the relative motion of the dipoles within the cloud. This motion

is caused by wind shear, turbulence, fall rate, and beam broadening

(Nathanson, 1969:224). The doppler spectrum is generally Gaussian in

shape, with the mean a function of the radial velocity of the cloud as

• " it drifts along aad a variance due to internal motion of the dipoles.

The mean doppler frequency is given by the familiar formula:

SGA r (7)
wind

* and -the variance is (ibid:W27):

22
* 4f2 2

2 o,

where f is the radar operating frequency and apv is glien by:

*22. 2 2()

v shear beam+,. turb+ 45 fall

shear is a function of the radar antenna elevation beamwidth and
k, range, and i.n plotted 'in Figure 1. The variances due to the other causes

are listed in Table 2. Nathanson estimates 2qv to lie within a rang ot

K 0.36-1.7 mn/ iec ( dbI'.J55). At an I ot 7 GII., the trejuency varince

7 
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'Table 2. Variance components due to beam
broadening, turbulence, and fall rate.
(ibid:Ch 6)

2 2
less than 0.25 m /sec

rb ea nr

Cturb 1.0 rii /sec (below 12,000 ft)

').49 mz /sec (above 12,000 ft)

Cr all 0.2025 .(i rn/m sec

*a=elevation angle

of the chaff doppler spectrum would range from 784 to 3702 Hz.

The chaff power spectrum is now given as (Barlow, 1949:351):

C(f) G exp[-(f-fd)2/Z 'W (10)

where G0 is a constant dependent on the average received power.

Immature Chaff Clouds

The characteristics of immat. re chaff clouds are not well, under-

stood because it is difficult to obtain reliable measurements. Cloud

measurements are corrupted due to wave scattering from the aircraft

and by aircr.aft turbulence. 'The RCS and doppler characteristics are

different from those of ni ,mature cloud due to the .dense mass of di-

poles and the initidl vetocity imparted by the dispensing aircraft.

Radar Cross Section. The RCS of in immature chaff cloud is time

dependent due to the growth in the cloud area as the chaff spreads.

Coupled with the fact that individual dipoles are partially shielded

9
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by other dipoles, one can show that the RCS of an immature cloud has,

approximately, an exponential rise. One has:

* 't) dc [l-. exp(-t/7r,)I 1m ma
where 'r, is the bloom rate. At t = 3r. , w(t) = 0.95 .r Therefore, a

max

fast bloom rate allows r(t) to approach a- quickly.
ma X

SDoppler. As stated previously, accurate chaff statistics are dif-

ficult to. measure for immature clouds. Since the variance of the dop-

pler spectrum is dependcrnt on turbulence, the total variance cannot be

calculated without accuraL, datk,. :'or purposes of this report, the ef-

fect of aircraft tnirbu!,ncC ur, Cr. •ill tco ;assu't-id rzgligible.

S. The mean c1 th( doopler spt.ctrum for in immature cloud is signif-

icantly different from th, s..•ti..ti,:s of a mature cloud. The mean is

not only dupendent on the wind's ridial velocity, but has an exponen-

tial decay as a function of time. The time-varying velocity component

can be expressed as:

v(t) - vo exp(-'I/v) (12)

where T" is the chaff deceleration constant. Chaff elements having a

small aerodynamic drag (increased r w II maintain a significant mean
v

In, the doppler spectrum for a longer pelaod of time.

Applying equation (10) to an inmmature chaff cloud yields a power

Ssppctrum of ( V td0):

, n(f) , *, - .s (13)

I.

f:- •f) 0)



where f(t) is ,iv n bv':

,.(t) (-.X) % (t) (14)d r

Aircraft

Radar Cross Section. The RCS of an aircraft is highly dependent

upon the radar viewing angle (See Figure 2). As shown, a slight change

in aspect (viewing) angle can contribute to a large change in RCS. The

"smoothed" data of Figure 3 is a more usable representation of the 'ac-

tual RCS. Since only the peak information is used, it also represents

"worst case" data. In all probability, the actual RCS will bg smaller

than the RCS used from the smoothed data.

The fine grain structure of Figure Z is due to constructive and

destructive interference of multiple scatterers on a. complex body such

as an aircraft. Changes in aspect angle occur as an aircraft moves a-

long its path, creating, in tiiCS hich appears 'to be time-yarying. Fcr

practical purposes, an(' for this reoort, the PRCS of the aircraft is

the mean of the distribution of the RCS over allviewing angles.

Doppler..The effect of multiple scatterers in motion causes a

change in doppler frequency. Therefore, as the viewing angle of an

aircraft changes, the multiple scatterers which make up an aircraft

cause a shift in doppler frequency. ,This effect can be negated, how-

ever, by assuming an aircraft is a point target. The doppler frequen-

cy of the aircraft is now due only to the radial velocity and can be

represented as stated in equation (14).

;..'<

1I.
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"S I'V'OOTHED" RCS DATA
25

Fig 3. Smoothed Data from Figure'2 (johnson, 1983)
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Scan wjil.1 'corpn-wicf ia I c

Scan with CompersiLion (S,;C) radar is a conical scan tracking ra-

dar emoloyirg dual receive beams (Van Brunt, 1982:143). Two simultan-

eous nutating beams, one transmit and receive, one receive only, are

placed so that the return signals are mirror images of each other. The

received information from each beam is processed separately, then sub-

tracted at video level to produce an error signal. This error signal

is then used to reposition the antenna;

Processing can take place using either two separate receivers or

by time-multiplexing the two signals through one receiver. A simplified

block diagram of an S'4C radar employing separate 'receivers is shown in

Figure 4. SWC radar was originally developed as an ECGM technique a-

gainst inverse gain jamming.

Error Signal. The error signal output of the subtractor is used

to drive the ancepnnn. :)cviLioi~in;; servo-systems. Analysis of the error

output for three separate tracking scenarios will establish the theory

of operation for an ,!5C radar.

The first scenario will put a target on the track axis,,with no

jamming present. In this case, it can be seen from Figure 5 that the

error voltage will be zero. As would be expected, the antenna-drive

servos receive no signal to reposition the antenna.

Tracking radar theory calls for repositioning of the antenna if

the target is off the track-axis. With a target positioned off bore-

sight and no Jamming present, an error signal is then expected. Anal-

ysis of receiver outputs for a target in this positionshows that an

error voltage is indeed generated to reposition the- antenna (See Fig-

ý14
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Fig. 5. Error Voltage 'Generation (Target on Boresight)
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ure ,).

"R' I jtL Cc,-,, c. a . t , t, o ,.si '•h L .ii I a noise jan-
.rner of constant am)plitud,,! i h, r(-cc.:vc'r outputs arc lacl incr.ased in

amplitude by the r.agnitud,: ot the jav.mint, signa!. Eowever, the error

voltage remains the same as in the no jamming' case, due to the fact

that the subtractor canccls inputs conamon to both channels (See Figure

7). This cancellation effect is what allows the S.'C radar to counter

the effect of inverse gain jani-ring on a conical scan radar.

.oving rarqet Indication. r:2ving target indication (rri) is an

E CC' i technique usually employed in S:' radar. Figure 8 shows the out-

"puts for an aircraft-clhaal encounter with an .;,C radar without MITI

capabilities. An aircraft and .a chaff cloud of equal,KC.i are position-

ed off boresiýht at an equal bwit, opposite distance. The outputs of

each :eceiver aid th: restilting error sinil show that without lVTI,

the radar wil, co:itintisc tt racý . poiit betwevci th.e two targets. In

Sorder to succcssfully tiack an aircraft in this scenario, the radar

must possess the ability to distinguish between an actual target and

clutter.

* l)elay-Line Canceler. A sinple E;T1 tilter is the delay-line can-

celer. The received signal is-compared to the signal received from the

"-"-% last received pulse. Since a delay-,line canceler is a time-domain fit-

ter, this single network operatesover all freqtency rangest thereby

' holding a large advantage over frequency-domain h'rI methods (Skolnik,

"" -1980:107).

* A single drl.%y-lineŽ canceler is shown in Figure 9. The received

i .%'." ,

0
'" ". ,
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.• i'.Input D~elay line 2Z ,

Fig 9. Single )elzy-Line Canceler
4.

signal is:

il k sin (Zfdt0-o) (15)

where 0 -is the phase shift and k is the amplitude. The signal from the
0

previous ,return pu!:-., tire t-r, wierc T is the pulse repetition inter-

val', is:

V = k sin ( 2 wfd(t-T)--O) (16)
d o

The output of the summing 'junction is given by:
p

VV V 22k sin(wf T)cos[Zwfdf(t.T/2) -(17)

The output is a cestne wave of amplitude 2k sin (wfdT). The magnitude

of the frequency response of the single delay-line canceler'versus the

normal radar video (k) is shown in Figure 10. Normal clutter has a dop-

pler frequency in the vicinity of zero and is attenuated by the filter.

A moving target (fd>>O) is .amplified by the canceler., except in the

vicirni ty of freqjencies that are miul tiple of the I'1l1.

Vie clutier r,?jec~tion notche-. of a single delay-L,1ne canceler can

I be broa'dened bW. ca:cadin.; 'everal canceler.s. 4 double delay-line can-

\l

I ,\ ,
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C..d
t-.~

('requency

Fig 10. Frequency Response of Single Delay-Line Canceler (T-i/PRF)

celer (two single cancelers in cascade) has a frequency response of

(tbid:109):

[ Il(f)-= 4 sin 2 fdT) (18)

Figure 11 compares the respons,. %,f the double delay-line canceler to

that of a single canceler.

S;lngle,

* Cancel lation

.. 7

Double
u bl

,. ,Cancel la ton 2/

Frequency

-Fig 11. Single versus Double Cancellation

22



Both cancelers of ci2.ure 11 have unwanted signal attenuation at

""doppler frequencies that are multiples of the PI(F. The velocities that

yield signals in, these notches are called blind speeds. Since the blind

speeds are functions of, the P'RF, they can be virtually eliminated by

switching the PRF frýai pulse to pulse (staggering). Figure 12 shows the

response of a two PRF staggered system. As the number of staggered PRF's

increases, the frequency response approaches unity for large bands of

frequency.

0I I 12f ' 3f '4f1
0 1 1

b) to
> 0 f' VM'42i'E

I I I

a I I 3 IO 1 2 I 2

0

Frequent.y'

Fig 12. a) Frequency Response of Single Delay-Line Canceler for
PR= f ; sae for I'R1, Composite Response-Ath f ) = 4/` -;olnGk, 1986:Figo 4.16)
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J Automatic Gain Controi. Automatic gain control (AGC) is used to

maintain the I.-' amplifier output signal at a constant level over a wide

range of values ol the rLceived si4nal (Go lden, 1983:278). Noiselike

amplitude Hiuctwt.(.n• : the -rror si,,nal are thereby removed, allow-

inp, the true (trot ,•grJ c, l.w ocessed..

%GO is accor.!):ishch C(.L.oIl'n; the ai.plifier gain through an

ACC control voltage (.ee !Figure I1). % weak input signal produces a

small Vreg, allowing K to increase. fn the other hand, a large input

signa3l produces a large V thereby decreasing K. Operating in this

way, an AGC circuit increases the dynamic operating range of a radar

receiver.

I _ Output

AGGCA•;•C FilIterJ

Fig 13. IF Automatic Gain Control

Practical hardware limitations restrict the maximum gain variation

to the order of 40db, but the use of multiple IF amplifiers allow the

dynamic range to be increased to the order of 90db to allow for fluc-

tuations in the parameters of the radar 'ange equation (Skolnik, 1980:

158).

Although AGC systems are often employed elsewhere in radar receiv-

2,4



ers, the basic operation remains thE same. Different ACC techniques

usually differ in response times. Conventional IF AGC has a response

time larger than one conical-scan period, while a fast ACC system re-

sponds faster than the conical-scan period, but slower than the pulse

repetition period (Van Brunt, 1982:461).

Range Tracking. Rang;e tracking in an SWC radar is accomplished

automatically, using split-gate tracking ('Jakin and Shustov, 1969:236).

Two square pulses, cilled the early gate and the late gatep are gene-

rated by the radar (3e' !-',r-ure 14). Tr is supplied from the previous

earlI ;ate
a te \4 (,a te

a) F-I-i
'-r 0 -T T +712 t

7echho 
pulse

A•centrold d

T t

V
e

Pj 4l 14. li-'n;-aTe ! irC~ing. a) i-arly-late range ga'tes;
b) echo p)s.?; ;) early .ate, late gate signals; d)
difference sipal (3dipt,.-d from 5kolnik, 1980:Fig. 5.17)
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return pulse and " is the transmitted pulse width. The return pulse,

from the target is then c.owipared to the gates. if more of the returned

energy lies within one ,nte than another, an error signal is generated

and the range (also T ) i'; repositioved. If the energies within each

gate are equal, the ranug. (and T') remains the same.

The error signal cm be generated by using two integrators and a

subtractor (See Figure IS). the return pulse is integrated from T -7"/2

to T , and from T to £ + "/2. The difference of these two integrands0 0 0

is the error signal. The magnitude of the difference signal measures.

the distance from the previous range to the new range, while the sign

of the error determines the direction of the range change.

15 p(.t) -k

elsewhere J(';olden, l983:TPig. 7-34).

Range Servo. rhe repositioning of the sampling time (T) is per-

+0

formed electronically by a Type II servo system (Go~lden, 1983:322). The

range servo has no mechanical constraints and has a transfer function

of:.

h (s) K(s+w)M(s w2g (-19)

26
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where K = w and w,2 = t24."•" n

"The step response and rise time for this servo system are given

by ( bi d: 322):

R,r( t) W 1) Cosw [WJ t C OS J7 (20)
n n

=7r- 2cosl
- - (21)r2

w ;1-4

A linear model of this system is shown in Figure 16.

'Fig 16. Type E1 Range Servo

Angle Trackin;g. AngLe tracking in an SXC radar is accomplished in

much the same way as 4n a cnrbic;al scan radar. As stated previously,' an

error signal is generated In an SWC radar by subtracting the main and

auxiliary channel si,;nal.. After range nrocessing, this error signal

is then used to drive antenna positioning servo-systems in both azi-

muth and elevation.

To generate the signals necessary to properly drive each servo,

the error signal, filtered at the antenna scan frequency, is mixed with

a reference signal from the antenna (See Figure 17). By' low-pass fil-

tering the' oitputs from the mixers, a dc error signal is produced to

.27
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e Filter .az

2 cos(w t)

x LPF V eel

Fig 17. Angle Error Voltage Generation (Golden,1983:Fig. 7-8)

Angle Servo. Antenna repositioning is performed mechanically in

both azimuth and elevation by improved Type I servos. Since both ser-

vos are similiar, only one analysis is neede'd.

An improved 'T'ype I servo-system has a transfer function of (ibid:

319):

C(s) K(s+w dl/[s(s+w1 )w2J (22)
2

where K = W and 2•w + K/w2. (The range servo has the same trans-
nn 2

fer function with w 0.)

The step response for this system is (ibid:320):

eA(t)0 ex1-(,' ;. -1 cos [t C (23)

where: 1(W /w )-(w /w)](4•.=tanl n n (24)

The rise time is:

28
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i i. Centroid Cracking 1,:odel

Simple Trackin-g ,!odel

In a simple tracking radar scenario, modeling the probability that

chaff produces breaklock is as described in an article in the Inter-

national Countermeasures Handbook (101, 1981:345-347). The aircraft is

considered a point target and is being tracked by, the radar and occu-

pies the center of the radar resolution cell. After the chaff is dis-

pensed, the radar tracks the power centroid of the combined return of

the chatL and ihaL of t'w aircraft, as long as buti: rema-in within the

sprre rada resolution -l i. * s the aircraft and. chaff separate due to

a difference in speeds. tie r:adar +.6cks onto Cither the chaff or the

aircraft, depending on whi'hch remiains within the resolution cell.

In determining which target remains in thE radar's resoLution cell,

the power centrolq must be tracked and its position compared' to the

positions of the two targets. The power centroid lies on'a line between

the aircraft and the chaff cloud centroid. Tie position on that line

is given by the "center of gravity" of the chaff and aircraft return

powers.

If the aircraft is assumed 'Lt be in' straight and level flight, the

three-dimensional SWC radar resolution cell can be reduced to a rectan-

gle at large ranges (See l',igure 18). The power centroid's pose' on, sand

therefore the position of the center of the resolution ceil, along the

aircraft's velocity vector, relative to the chaff location, is given

by (Sueche, .1975:133):

, -.. (:IIF '(26)
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where P is the aircrait return power and i'is the sum of the chaff2ACT
and aircraft return powers.

-"In order 10 ransa fe rada r- Io .k f rom the ti rcrIft Lo the chaff,

*'. the aircraft riust leave the radar resolution cell before the chaff. Re-

fering to Fig. 18b, when the aircraft is at distance d from the cen-

. troid, the chaff must be closer to the power centroid than the aircraft.

"- The probability of achieving breaklock is, therefore, not. only a func-

tion of the chaff and aircraft return power, but also of aircraft velo-

city and radar resolution cell dimensions.

The power returned to the radar by the aircraft and the chaff is

determined by the radar range equation (Skolnik, 1980:63):

r 2 (27)
(4. ) L.

'ssumtng the distance b.t-,een the aircraft and chaff to be very small

in comparison with the r.'inrge to the radar, equatioa (27) becomes, for

chaff:

k crO L (28)
r CJIF S

- while for the aircraft:

Pr k 0/ L (29)
r AC S

I

w where k is a constant and L5 are system losses.

* The only system loss that does not occur equally to both the chaff

a nd aircraft return signals (assuming their difference in position is

extremely small compared to the distance' to the radar) is the beam-

32
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"- .iap. loss. 3eom-s!a.pe losi occurs due to the fact that the transmitted

power is not a corisrant over the radar resolution cell, but varies due

"to the antenna power pattcrn. The antenna power pattern can be approx-

"" imated by (ibid:58):

exp (-2.78 e 3 db) (30)

where a is the angle from the beam center and 8 is the two-way 3db
3db

beamwidth. The position of the target within the resolution cell will,

therefore, determine the loss due to beam-shape.,

The beam-shape within an S•IC radar resolution cell is shown in

j Figure 19, with the center of the cell at the half-power point and the

edges representing a gain of unity. Using y as the distance to the

closest edge of the cell and w as the width of the cell, equation (30)

, je becomes:

2 2
.. exp(-2.78 y 1/w) (31)

The power returned from a target is now given by:

.* , .p kG ', (32)
r swJC

The power returned from the aircraft is now only a function of the

distance ,from the side of the resolution cell, while, the return power

of the chcff cloud is dependent on that distance plus the time-varying

RCS of equation (11)i

a ~,I- exp(.t/'T)

33
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Fig, 19. SWC Power Pattern (within n resolution cell).
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* *'Xircraft velocity and radar resolution cell dimensions determine

3 the position of the targets and constrain the time of the encounter,

therefore, limiting the chaff RCS. My letting:

"". =o--(t) cr~x[1-exp(-t
0 1x

"and substituting into equation (4). we observe that the distribution

of the chaff RCS becomes an important factor in calculating the prob-

V ability of br'eaklock.

greaklock: occurs th,.( .he ,ix chalf -cLurn power is larger than the

aircraft return por.-,r, •i. le )(,t' tirgets remain within the same radar

rescluti(,n cell. t'he prrobr, bility of achieving breakiock is therefore

given as:

!,(bl) = p(',rCIF >P r) (33)

Substituting equations (4) and (32) into (33) yields:

p(bl),, UChIF exp(-O'hro) d" (34)

AC

AC

Integrating and substituting for vo yields:

p(b) G exrp -. (exp(5
oL m '

The probabl ity of achievLug breaklock Is now a factor of timeg where

time Is limited by the constraint thtt both targets remain within the

s.re radai re,.olutlon c L."1 .



* MITI. Radar M~odel

A block diagram of a typical Scan with Compensation tracking ra-

dar with IITI capability is shown in Figure 20. Previous analysis has

shown that the S'JC radar is basically a comparator which produces an

error voltage to drive the servo tracking system. if it is assumed

that the radar is tracking a point between two targets within a.single

rescluticn cell, the erro-r voltgp.e generated by the radar is simply a

utnction of which cf:-neil (rtnd therefore whict, target) contains the

most return power. ,Lhe probability of" achieving breaklock, neglecting

servo response tihe, th,?cefore , is given by equation (33). The return

powers, however, are now affected by the receiver structure.

The return power fromi each target, at the comparator is given by

equation (32) modified by the gain of the mri filter. (All oth er re-

ceiver front end gains are assumed equal for both channels and will

therefore cancel at the comparator. With normal intermediate frequency

automatic gain control response times being on the order of several

pulse repetition intervals, the ACC gain will be slow in affecting the

power level. AGC gain will be a sumed equal for both channels and will,

therefore, be neglected.) The p wer out of an Nl filter is given as

(Cooper, 1967:112):

P 0 dv 36

where %(w) and H' w). a•r', rt.ip)(:c iv,.1y, the power :itecLrimi of the Input

signal anI tie tr.insfer functlot oi the X:TI filter.

The power spectrum cf the i rr:'raft is a delta function, located

* .. at the doppler frequency, while the spectrum of the chaff has thi's

36.
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Gaussian properties discussed eartier. Since neither function is de-

"pendent on 0, the gain factor of the I'TI filter can be moved outside

the integral of equation (34), yielding the following expression for

probability of breaklock:

p(bl) GCHF WrTIixF Ap (37)
* =�GC P�'¾r/c ex Sa(I-exp(-t/T,))

where P is normalized to the FTi filter input power.

38



IV. Yodel Simulation

The model developed in the previous chapter will now be simulated

on a computer. 'uick examination of the model reveals that a time do-

main implementation is most appropriate. The simulation will require

continuous calculation of the quantities of equation (37) while main-

taining the constraint that both the aircraft.and chaff remain within

the same radar resolution cell.

Input Variables

The simuIltion must be flexible enough to accommodate aircraft,

chaff, and scenario parameters as desired by the user. Radar parame-

ters that can be varied by in operator and those that vary within a

certain radar configuration must also be included. This will allow

the user to determine correctly the probability of breaklock for a

variety of situations.

Tnput variables needed'to describe the aircraft are its radar

cross section, velocity, and initial range to radar. AS stated pre-

viously, the aircraft RCS will be assumed a constant, to be specified

by the user prior to simulation. For -example, one can specify the aver-

age RCS over all aspect angles. Since the model assumes that the air-

craft must remain in straight and level flight, it will not be pos-

sible to vary the aircraft velocity while. the simulation is in pro-

gress.

Ifnlut varLiahles LU ,lesc'ibe cha, l are mi.xium L.CS, bloom rate,

deceleration rate, aid variance of Lhe power spectrum. As stated in

Chapter II, the value" of C" wi!L be the average of the measured RCS
Ilia3X
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for the particular chaff type/design that is to be used. This assump-

tion is based on a study of chaff cloud RCS measurements (Fuskar, 1975:

50-55), where data reveals that chaff cloud RCS values rarely meet

their designed, or even cons.istent, RCS values. Bloom rate and decel-

eration rate are iiput variaiblc-,, whose values depend upon the type of

cartridge and chluff used. liecause of certain varying factors, specifi-

cation of these values i.s best left tO the discretion of the user. Al-

though calculation of the variance of the chaff cloud spectrum can be

accomplished as shown in Chapter JI, in an effort to simplify the sirn-

ulation and reduce run time,, the variation will be entered as a user

specified input.

Radar parameters assumed to be operator adjustable, or variable

within a particular radar configuration, are required simulation in-

puts. These are pulse width, antenna beamwidth, operating frequency,

and pulse repetition frequency. The pulse width and antenna beamwidth

determine the dimensions of the radar resolution cell, and, consequent-

ly, the probability of attaining breaklock. The PRF, as will be shown

later, will affect the response of the NTI filter. The radar parame-

ters will be held constant during the simulation, although a human

operator may alter them in practice. No accurate model of the human

operator exists, at present, and no attempt to create one for this

simulation will be attempted.

A complete lis't of simulation inputs is contained in Table 3.

Locations

The simulation of the aircraft/chaff/tracking radar encounter

'must constantly update the positions of the aircraft, chaff cloud cen-
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Table 3. Simulation input parameters describing
the aircraft, chaff, and radar.

Model Input Units

2
A;rcraft RCS meters-

speed Nmi/hr

initial range kilometers

angle off boresight radians

Chaff ,.vaxirmum RCS meters

bloom rate seconds

deceleration. rate ,n/sec

.pectrutu variance lHz

R-.dar pu lse width M sec

antenna beamwidth radians

opE>ratJng frequency GHz

kllz

troid, and combined power cenLroid within the radar resolution cell.

The antenna 'gain and the time limit of the encounter are functions of

these positions.

The time interval at which position updates occur must be large.

enough to allow for fast simulation run times and small enough to re-

strict target movements to reasonable leve'ls. Sampling at the scan in-

terval (-0.04 seconds) would a.llow an aircraft traveling at 600 knots

to move 12 meters between calculations. while this distance may be

less than the aircraft's actual. length, it is larger than one-half the

radar resolution cell depth for a 0.l/Jsec pulse width. Therefore, if

the aircraft had a radial velocity of 600 knots with respect to the

radar, the target would be out of the resolution cell before the first .-

41.



measurement was made.

At the other extreme, sampling at the pulse repetition interval

could prove time consuming. ';ith a 2KIz iRF (i'RI =, 0.0005 sec), a chaff

cloud with a 0.5 second bloom rate would only reach 0.1 percent of its

RCS. 7!hile these examples represent extreme cases, they are realizable.

The simulation will be designed to sample at o.oo3 second intervals, a

compromise between the above extremes. Later analysis may require this

interval to be modifi.cd, but in the intere:st of reducing the number of

input variablets, it wi I I remain a fixed quantity.

By 'assuming the aircraft is it, straight and level flight, and is

not allowed to maneuver or accelerate during the simulation, the scen-

ario is simplified to two dimensions, as stated in Chapter III. Disre-

garding the sign of the doppler shift, the aircraft's angle of attack

(off boresight) can be restricted to 0 o< 0A 900. This cotitains the

aircraft's movement to one quadrant of the resolution cell, being pos-

sible due to the symmetrical geometry of the "square" radar resolution

cell.

The scenario has now become a function of the aircraft's radial

and tangential velocity components (with respect 'to the radar). The

aircraft's velocity vector is now reduced to its respective components,

as shown in Figure 21, where:

Iv Cos I A~ (38)

Jv Lagl 1 vj sin 8A (39)

Similiarly, using equation,(1l), chaff velocity is:.
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vt Aircraft
Position

r

Boresight

Fig 21. Aircraft Radial and Tangential Velocity Components

IVrlj j vi. exp[-ti/r, Cos R A (40)

= Li i cxp[t!'r sin (41)

Since r7, is expressed In secokids and the chaff deceleration input

in meters/second , the inp'ut variable must be converted to the proper

,units. At time t 4r,, ex -t/'T reaches a value of 0.0183. Therefore

asserting that zero velocity is reached at.t 47, will create an error

of less than 2 percent. Assuming the 2 percent error to have only a

-negligible.affe'ct on the calculations, the conversion of units carn con-

tinue.

For constant acceleration, the velocity equation is (Bueche, 1975:

38):

v v -at (42)

Setting V 0 and solving for t yields:.
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Vt v /a /43)
0

where the sign is dropped assuming deceleration. '3ubsti.tuting t 47"

into equation (4)) yield., ne.,, deceleration constant of:

-r v /4a (44)
V o

Having the correct units, we now proceed.

The positions of tne aircraft and chaff, with respect to the power

centroid, can also be expressed in radial and tangential directions

from the radar. The aircraft position, at time t, 'is given by:

x (v -v t HF (45)
tA t t P

A C -HF T

PIIF

x r ( r v HF)t (46)
AC AC cHF PT

The chaff location is Riven by:

PX < = - v -t (47)c
AFt•i. AC tCHF T

Xr -( r )t PAC (48)
CHF AC 'fF T

The antenna gain can now be found, using the tangentia' distance

to the centroid:

GAC = exp -2.78 2 ACIJ (49)
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exp [2.78 • (50)

where:

w i 3db (51)

"Since the simulation ,time is restricted due to the fact that both

the aircraft and chaff must remain within the same rada,r resolution

cell., target positions must also be compared to resolution cell dimen-

"sions. The simulation will terminate when the distance between the air-

craft, or chaff, and tho power centroid exceeds one-half the resolution

. cell size. Therefore, at cich ti:c interval, jxtj for both the aircraft

and chaff will oe compare-I to .:t4 /2, and Ixrx for each will be com-
3d!b

U 07- pared to -r/4. if any value exceeds the limits, the simulation will be

terminated ano outputs created. The output probability of attaining

bteaklock will be that of e-iation (37), at'a time t 1 , determined from

the distance-to-cell dimenslon comparators.

MTI Response

"With the exception of the relatively easy calculation of chaff

RCS, the remaining calculation required of the simulation is that of,

the power out of the HTIfilter. The output power is given by equation

""36)'is:
• 2.

"- ~fx(h)II(w)i .dw

wher-, for pirpo.es of ths slniulntlon,-,(w) anel H(w) are the normal

. i

-.. ' •
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ized power spc( trum of tLh, var,,,t t'r y the •.VI filLer response, respec-1 t.ively. Therefor&., aal I thtit reiains is to calculate the respective pow-

er spectra.

"The power spectrum of the Ž'i! filter is a function of the iTI fil-

5 ter design and, therefore, an internal radar characteristic. In order

"to simplify the simulation, yet make it applicable to a wide range of

• .radar designs, a worst case (for chaff) design was created, using the

p double delay line canceler caiscussed in Chapter II.

The normalized amplitude response of the rrt filter incorporated

"into this simulation wil! bv thtat of Fi!tre 2/. An [Ti filter with this

responser!JispI.1ys the unity rr.sponse ch:tracteristlc ot a staggered l:RF

svstem, out in(lc'P c; th ,. init;Hl rise uf ,i sinizle rR?" double delay

1 in( cancc ter. s ta .ý:(.t i"jC.' r.d,.ir has a faster initial rise in the

I a.mplitudf respn-%iý, due tc, '.he r(mbi•i.tion of inttlal responses from the

2.0"

4j

7,a

-4

0.
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t

different VRF's. The initial rise of Figure 22 is that of the lowest

PRF used by the radar, therefore being somewhat slower than an actual

staggered PRF response. This 1T7 filter response presents an. obstacle

to chaff in that targets with small doppler frequencies are attenuated,

i yet targets with large doppler frequencies are.passed by the filter,

with no effect due to doi),)!cr blind speed's.

The pow.er spectrui oei the ":T1 Liilter is no-,; given 'y:

I , C > f RI,:/-

As stated in Chapter III, the power spectrum. of the return signal

from the aircraft will be a delta function, of height 1, at the doppler

frequency of the aircraft. Substituting the results of equation (52)

04ý and the doppler frequency of the aircraft, as determined from equation

(14), into equation (36) and solving, yields a normalized MTI filter

gain for the aircraft return of:

2ywfv1
sin 4  or <cPRF

0°l /A C cPHF r 4- f

cV > E (53)" 1 , r 4 f•

0

qince th: .,iircra t is n.L aIll(,wed to alter its velocity vector during

the simulation, the .ri ,u'n, factor will remain constant throughout the

simulation.

The rower spectrum of the chaff return signal was given in equa-

tion (13) as:

G.C)- exp t(0) 2"•b' 0 " d"

47
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where the mean of the doppler return is:

2f

f(t) v exp (-t!7) (54)
C r v

and the value of the nor,,.atizir;: constant, G , is determined to beo

(i'apouiis, 1965:66):

1 717 (55)0 1:

the power spectrun oi the chaff retUrn is a function of time and

the normalized ýTT filter output must be recalculated for each time

interval during the simulation, until the mean of the chaff cloud cen-

troid doppler frequency reaches zero. I;hen the mean of the doppler

frequency equals zero, the chaff spectrum will reach a steady-state

value, where it will remain for the duration of the simuilation. From

previous analysis of the deceleration constant, and the mean cloud

doppler frequency; the chaff spectrum will attain a steady-state re-

sponse at:

t ,v /a (56)

The normalize-i gain out of the T'Tl filter, due to the chaff. re-

turn signal, ban now be .;rated as a sum of integral equations. Equa-.

tfon (36) now becomes:

1/ zr1 sin4 (wf/PRF) exp-(f-f t))2/Z df +
"MTI/CIIF "- IRF/2
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S//CX fd dt +

l/ ~~ eK[-(f-dd(t))/ d4 , (57)

Tnsertin• the larg;e chaff frequency variances, shown in Chapter

IT, into equation (13) result in a relatively small, broadband fre-

quency spectrum. An arrempt was made to equate this spectrum to the

flat spectrum of white Gaussian noise, therefore rendering equation

(57) a constant. The properties of the Gaussian curve prohibit this,

however. From these properties, it can be shown (Soong, 1981:195) that

approximately 98 percent of the energy of a Gaussian spectrum lies

within 2.6 standard deviations of the mean. Using the smaller variance

limit from the example in Chapter It, 98 percent of the energy would

be concentrated within a bandwidLh of less than 150 11z. This small con-

centration of signal ener!;; prohibits equating the chaff and Gaussian

white noise spectra.

Equation (57) can he simplified, however, and its form can be re-

duced for certain cases. The last two lines of the equation are related

to the error function and are equal for the case when f (t) - 0. For
d

cases when, the PR[ > 500 l1z and fd(t) 6 0, these lines go to zero and

by symmetry, equation (57) reduces to:

,PRF/2

P 2/ ff4 sin (w(f/PRF) ex 2ý df (58)
0 f fHITI/CHF 0~
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Equation (58) can be implemrented during the simulation as fd(t) goes

-- to zero to reduce run time.

Utilizing the calculations outlined in this chapter, a simulation

can now be constructed. ince the radar modet has been reduced to an

antenna gain pattern and ,in -,TT filter, Lhe simulation, flowcharted

in FPiure 2.3, will rnot 11roduce an exact probability of breakLock. it

can be used, 1
W.cVL-) , iniicat,, I.ow changing certaint parameters can

idenLify the o 'I' t ,, at ,}.::o. r ', the ,)rotv bIbility of attaining

breaklock. iy 3imply vjs i,-, c.ii ir.-•lt para•vet.!r ov.-r a specified

range anwi p.ottin,, the iý.'ilii'iLion outlut versus that input parameter,

one obtains a ;,raph of hiow that parameter affects the probability of

attaining breaklock.
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o. Cnchlisjoris and Rec,-;iiienjatiuons

r:aximitin- the effectiveness of chaff use, in a self-protective

role, is one method to increase the survivability of combat aircraft.

Allowing an aircraft commander to increase chaff effectiveness through

apriori knowledge of the best tactics to employ in an aircraft-chaff-

tracking radar encounter will increase the chance -of mission success.

This thesis has produced a simulation that allows the user to attain

this apriori knowledge by determining how certain parameters affect

the probability of attaining breaklock.

"The most dominant factor in chaff effectiveness is the radar.

cross section of the chaff compared to the airplane at the time when

the airplane and chaff air in thi saFme resolution cell and the chaff

has sufficient velocity to defeaL the lVTI and pulse-doppler filters."

." (T(ang, 1979:148). The simulation created in vlhapter iV utilizes these

factors and constraints to chart chaff effectiveness. '4hile the author

concedes the fact that many fac'ors affect chaff performance, in an ef-

fort to reduce simulation ru.i time and complexity, those "other" fac-

tors have been neglected due to their small individual affect on the

outcome.

Results from two simulation runs are plotted in Figures 24 and 25.

The inputs for these runs are containedin Table 4.

Figure 24 shows the effect of varying the chaff RCS on theprob-

ability of breaklock. The relatively small values of p(bl) occur be-

cause, the NTT. filter passes the entire aircraft return signal and high-

ly attenuates the chaff return dui. to the situation geometry. Note that

the curve tends toward (l-cx(-x)). This implies that there is apoint,.
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Table 4. Simulation inputs.

Tnput 3i'mulation .-,l Simulation ,#2

Aircraft RCs (m ) 10 10

sp cr0 (knots) 500 500

range (krn) 10 10

angle (rad.) 0 varied

Chaff RC' (r,,) varied 50

bloom rate (s) 0.1 0.1

decel. rate (m/s ) 1000 1000

variance (0lz) 3700 3700

Radar pulse width (ps) 5 5

beamwidth (rad.) 0.26 0.26

RF (Glz) 7.0 7.0

PRF (KHz) 2.0 2.0

p(bl)

.02

..01

0 20 40 60 80 100 (m2
CHF

Fig 24. Simulation #I Results,. Chaff RCS vs. Probability of Breaklock
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whereafter increasing the chaff. U.S produces almost no increase in the

'probability of breakiock, Is one would expect, the smoothness of the

curve also indicates that V;Ti response and antenna gain are not affect-

ed by the chaff \,CS in this situation.

F igure 25 plots the effect of varying the direction of the air-

craft'.; velocity vcctor rv, the ,•ioba'iility,ot hreakiock. Until 9 850

the variation in (l) di, !.e !;,tinty to the dilference in antenna gain

for the two tarct s,. % ft.er H, the :i.l filter begins to attenuate the

0
aircraft's return due to ;Ls swal doppler frequency, until, at @.= 90

(bl) =1. From t.`igure .5 it can be implied that a maneuver throukh a

-plane perpendicular to the boresight will produce breaklock; that is

if the maneuver can be accomplished while the chaff and aircraft remain

within the same resolution cell.

p(bl)

.02--

.02

.00

0 15 Y) 45 60 75 90 o

Fig 25. Simulation #2 Results.. -ngle off Boresight vs. Probability
of Breaklock.
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Recommendations

f1TI- It is obvious from the results obtained from simulation runs

that the "ideal." t.:r'i Citer response incorporated in the simulatioA

must be modeled more realistirally. One solution is to include sever-

a] 'different fi lter responses in the radar miodel. This. would allow the

user the choice of the 1iIter that best repre-sents the response desir-

c] in th.e sinu ilatior.

vG- .urther research could determine the actual effect of AGC

on chafY e:-rfectivene.ss. 3 tpli 'cation of the- relatively small chaff

return, si,.-al, ifrw:ediately fipo,, dispersion, could combine with the non-

zero mean doppler frequency spectrum to enhance chatf's effectiveness.

However, an effort must be made to reduce the additional complexity

and run time caused by a radar system employing several different types

of AGC.

Servo Systems- Ideal servo systems over-react to chaff, therefore,

allowing chaff tO more readily break lock than vould a less .responsive

system (ICH, 1981:347). 1odification to include a more "realistic" ser-

ve response time would greatly improve the accuracy, of the simulation.

Maneuvering- Further modification of the simulation to include

3-.dimensional maneuvers is necessary to properly model the aircraft-

,chaff-radar encounter. A vertical dive puts the aircraft at near-zero

radial velocity, greatly reducing its return doppler shift, therefore

reducing, the aircraft's si;rcal power at the output of the NiTl filter.

S• lC,\T"- The rerj,,ireteieu,. jor jjprecise figure. for probability of

breakloch requirc-.s the use of a s.:mulation w. ith the complex modeling

employed in An,\;An e it onld be Rttenmptcd to modify SCARE to
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produce this lesi red outpu't.
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